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CASE STORY

Fremont-Rideout Health Project Capacity 
Grows x12 with AtTask® 
To update their aging infrastructure, Fremont-Rideout needed a major 
enterprise-wide implementation. Their new PMO and AtTask Enterprise 
Work Cloud accepted the challenge.

In Need of An Update

Fremont-Rideout Health Group in Northern California averaged approximately 60,000 emergency 
room patient visits per year between two hospitals and numerous specialized clinics. Up until 
2008, they had managed to build up an impressive budget surplus, but their IT healthcare software 
systems and infrastructure were outdated. Tony Toglia came to the organization in 2008 as a 
consultant to implement barcoded patient forms along with an EMR, and soon found himself joining 
the team full-time. He was immediately tasked with forming a new PMO, as its director, to facilitate 
updating the hospital’s software systems and bridging the gap between the IT department and their 
various client departments and stakeholders.

It became clear to Tony that more could be accomplished with better tools. Tony was sure he could 
increase project throughput and quality, and give the organization much more transparency into 
their work.

“Our processes weren’t terrible, but they weren’t leading edge. To service our community, we 

realized we needed to invest in bringing our IT healthcare software systems up to date. And we 

would need the right tool to accomplish that.”

– Tony Toglia, Director, PMO

Up to the Challenge

As Tony assembled a crack team of project managers and began looking for a solution, CIO 
Tarun Ghosh introduced him to AtTask Enterprise Work Cloud. Tony and Tarun knew they wanted 
something that could be implemented quickly and with little impact on their IT resources. Online 
reviews, and input from the IT managers, led them to request an AtTask demo.

AtTask stood out among the competition because of its intuitive functionality and relational 
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PROJECT CAPACITY GROWTH

IT implementations grew from 1 per 
year to 12 per year.
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database. Tony’s team could pick up the software quickly. They could create customized reports and 
dashboards to fit their visibility needs, all of which would be updated dynamically in real time. Finally, 
with the help of an on-site AtTask consultant, the tool could be implemented in less than a month 
without using any IT resources. In July 2009, Fremont-Rideout’s new PMO began using AtTask.

“The most important feature in AtTask for me was the fact that I could assign a task and an 

e-mail with a HTML-embedded link would automatically go out to the assignee and start 

facilitating that communication between the assignee and the manager. That communication 

and the transparency were huge. It was a game changer.”

– Tony Toglia, Director, PMO

Raising Expectations

Over the next four years, AtTask expanded to be used by the PMO, all users in the IT department, 
and several executives. All PMO-driven projects were run using AtTask, along with most IT projects. 
AtTask also became the hub for project management on a multi-million-dollar replacement of the 
hospital’s systems, including CPOE/order management, clinical and ancillary documentation-orders-
results, financial, GL, materials management, medical records, patient registration, and billing—the 
largest software implementation in the hospital’s history. For Tony, the automation and transparency 
of AtTask was crucial in managing all of the project’s moving parts and, ultimately, its success.

With AtTask, the team’s work was suddenly completely visible. With every project update and task 
completed, the tool created an audit trail that staff, team leads, and project managers could follow 
to see how and why projects had or had not succeeded. Everyone from the CIO to the department 
directors on Tony’s team could view real-time reports on late tasks, upcoming tasks, project weight, 
projects by portfolio, pending projects and more. At the functional level, Tony used these reports to 
increase accountability in project status meetings.

This increased visibility made the hospital’s work significantly more transparent and compliant. 
Productivity on the organization’s software implementation jumped from one to two installs per year 
to more than 12 installs per year. The PMO’s performance has been so impressive that they are now 
being requested by many departments to work on their projects, software-related or not.

“AtTask has raised expectations. AtTask reports are being used at the project level, at the 

portfolio level, and at the division level to report up to the CIO, who carries that report up to the 

Information Services Steering Committee and, ultimately, the Board of Directors. If you look at 

the number of projects that we’ve been able to do with the new PMO and AtTask combined, it’s 

ridiculous. It’s like they were put on steroids or something.”

– Tony Toglia, Director, PMO


